Math 3C  HW #3  due Thursday July 13  NO late homework.

Name ______________________   Lecture/Section ______________

UCLA ID # ________________________________

Use this page as a cover page for your homework. Print it and attach it to your homework papers. Homework papers must be stapled. Do not turn in homework that is not legible or has scratch out marks on it. BE neat.

7.3  # 29,31,34
7.4  # 1,3,5,13,17,23,24,25

End of chapter 7

Chapter 7 review problems : # 2,3,7,9,10,12,19  ( good practice for test 1 )

Robust sea squirt, Atriolum robustum, a type of tunicate, Fiji.

( see example 4 on page 561 )